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Abstract

The utilization of solar energy based technologies has attracted increased interest in

recent times in order to satisfy the various energy demands of our society. This paper

presents a thorough review of the open literature on solar energy based heat and power

plants. In order to limit the scope of the review, only fully renewable plants with at least the

production of electricity and heat/hot water for end use are considered. These include solar

photovoltaic and solar thermal based plants with both concentrating and non-concentrating

collectors in both solar-only and solar-hybrid configurations.

The paper also presents a selection of case studies for the evaluation of solar energy based

combined heat and power generation possibility in Denmark. The considered technologies for

the case studies are (1) solar photovoltaic modules, (2) solar flat plate collectors, (3) a ground

source heat pump, (4) a biomass burner, and (5) an organic Rankine cycle. The various cases

are compared on the basis of economic profitability and environmental performance. The

results from the case studies indicate that it is economically and environmentally beneficial

to invest in both small and large capacity solar-biomass hybrid plants for combined heat

and power production in the Nordic climatic conditions. The results also suggest that the

configuration with an organic Rankine cycle with solar thermal collectors and a biomass

burner is particularly attractive for large capacity plants.
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1. Introduction

The five ultimate primary energy sources on the earth are (1) the sun, (2) geothermal

energy, (3) the motion and the gravitational potential of the earth, the sun, and the moon,

(4) human-induced nuclear reactions, and (5) the chemical reactions from mineral sources

[1]. Of these, the three renewable sources of energy are the sun, the geothermal energy5

from the earth, and the energy from the planetary motion. Among these, the incident

power from the sun is the dominant renewable energy source. Even after excluding hydro

power, biomass, and wind energy as indirect forms of solar energy, the amount of the inci-

dent solar radiation is still enormous. For this reason, the utilization of solar energy based

technologies has attracted increased interest in recent times in order to satisfy the various10

energy demands of our society. These include, for example, electricity and heat [2, 3], re-

frigeration and cooling [4–6], industrial process heat [7], rural electrification [8], methanol

production [9], hydrogen production [10], polygeneration container use during disaster and

emergency situations [11], micro combined heat and power (mCHP) generation [12], desali-

nation [13], various energy needs for agricultural greenhouses [14], and the improvement of15

the indoor environment conditions [15].

Figure 1: Global electricity supply – Vision 2050 [16]

For the residential consumers, electricity is the most important energy demand in most

parts of the world. With regards to the generation of electricity, Fig. 1 presents a vision

for satisfying the global electricity demand in 2050 with various energy sources [16]. In
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this vision, the solar energy based systems are predicted to occupy the highest share by20

the year 2050. Similarly, the International Energy Agency estimates that by the year 2050,

the solar energy systems will be supplying about 17 % of the global electricity demand in

the 2 degree rise scenario, and about 27 % in the 2 degree rise, high renewable energy mix

scenario [17]. The 2 degree scenario means that the average global temperature rise should

be kept below 2 ◦C as compared with the pre-industrial levels. In the high renewable energy25

mix scenario, the above share makes solar the dominant source for electricity. In several

regions, other end products such as hot water, space heat, cooling, and potable water could

be equally, or sometimes more important for the consumers than electricity. For example,

the heat demand in residential buildings account for about 60 % to 80 % of the total energy

demand in cold climates, while as high as about 30 % to 40 % in warmer climates [18]. In30

this regard, solar thermal systems are pertinent for (1) the countries which rely heavily on

imported gas or oil to cover their heating demands, (2) the countries where increasing heat

demand is covered using electrical boilers thereby straining the electricity grid, and (3) the

countries with high cooling demand during sunny periods [18].

The Nordic countries have some of the highest per capita heating demands in the world.35

At the same time, these countries have also set ambitious climate and energy targets for

the coming decades. These include Denmark setting a target of becoming a 100 % renew-

able energy based society and Norway and Sweden seeking to reduce their greenhouse gas

emissions by 100 % by 2050 as compared with their respective 1990 emission levels [19]. For

this reason, it is interesting for these countries to consider solar energy based systems in40

their energy portfolio. A huge interest in the solar energy systems for satisfying the heating

needs is already evident from the enormous increment in the installed collector area for solar

district heating projects, both small and large scale, that have come up in Scandinavia in

the last decade [20]. Most of these district heating plants are however operated together

with a natural gas boiler in order to satisfy the demand during the winter period when45

there is little sunshine. It is therefore interesting to evaluate the possibility of increasing the

renewable share in providing both heat and electricity. In this regard, the combined heat

and power (CHP) systems can prove to be highly useful in utilizing the locally available
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solar resource while effectively meeting the various consumer demands. In fact, the world’s

largest renewable energy based district heating plant with a significant share of solar energy50

in the energy input is the SUNSTORE4 plant in Denmark [21].

When it comes to the utilization of any energy source, particularly a renewable source,

it is advantageous to operate with cogeneration or multigeneration [22, 23]. Classically, the

term cogeneration has been used to represent the simultaneous generation of electricity and

heat using a single fuel or energy source at a single site [24]. However, recently it has also55

been used to denote the generation of heat and cooling [25, 26], electricity and water [27, 28],

electricity and cooling [29, 30], and electricity and hydrogen [31]. Therefore in order to avoid

any confusion, the term combined heat and power (CHP) is used in this paper to represent

the generation of electricity and heat from the same plant, but without restricting the energy

input to a single energy source.60

The primary objective of this paper is to present a thorough review of the open litera-

ture on solar energy based heat and power plants. To the authors’ knowledge, such a review

has never been done. Given the immense potential of the solar energy based CHP plants

from both thermodynamic and economic perspectives, the paper also identifies relevant

areas for further research. The review mainly focuses on the renewable plant configura-65

tions with at least electricity and heat/hot water as the end-user demands. An overview

of the studies with plants generating additional products is also presented. Since the so-

lar photovoltaic-thermal (PVT) systems have already been extensively reviewed [32–35],

only the most recent reviews and research publications are discussed here. In the literature

review, the various studies are grouped based on the energy input configuration, i.e. as70

solar-only or solar-hybrid energy input. An alternate overview, with the reviewed litera-

ture grouped based on the key technologies used in the various studies, is also presented

in the Appendix. This includes the different power and CHP technologies, fuel cell related

technologies, energy storage technologies, water purification technologies, and refrigeration,

cooling, and heat pump related technologies.75

The paper also presents some case studies in order to evaluate the potential of solar

energy based CHP plants in Denmark considering both the solar photovoltaic (PV) and
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solar thermal systems for energy input. The considered cases are: (1) a base case with

heat supply from a natural gas burner, (2) a solar PV assisted ground source heat pump

(GSHP), (3) solar flat plate collectors with a GSHP, (4) solar flat plate collectors with a80

biomass burner, and (5) solar flat plate collectors with a biomass burner and an organic

Rankine cycle (ORC). All the considered cases include a connection to the grid electricity

with net metering. The various cases are compared based on their economic profitability

and environmental performance. The annualized cost, i.e. the average annual amount spent

on the plant including the investment and the operations and maintenance (O&M) costs,85

is used to compare the different cases. The CO2 emissions for the different cases are also

presented for comparison. All the cost figures are mentioned in Euros (e).

2. Literature review

Solar energy based CHP systems can be used for satisfying multiple end-user demands

and in either solar-only or in solar-hybrid configuration. The different possible configurations90

for the solar energy based CHP systems for residential consumers are shown in Fig. 2. The

solid line on the energy conversion side represents a solar-only system which could be a PV, a

PVT, or a solar thermal collector. At the same place, the dotted line represents a solar-hybrid

energy conversion system where the solar collectors are operated together with other energy

sources such as biomass, biofuels, wind energy, and the like. The primary outputs from95

these energy conversion mechanisms are electrical power and heat. These two outputs can

then further be used in order to satisfy other residential consumer demands using additional

technologies. For example, the electrical power output can be used to directly satisfy the

electricity demands of the consumers, or it can also be used to operate a heat pump, a vapour

compression refrigeration system, or a reverse osmosis plant. Similarly, the heat from the100

energy conversion systems can be used to satisfy the space heating or domestic hot water

demands, or it can also be used as an input to an absorption chiller or a multiple-effect

distillation plant. This paper mainly reviews the studies where at least electricity and

heat/hot water are a part of the end-user consumption, but multigeneration [36] systems

with additional products are also briefly discussed.105
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Figure 2: Possible configurations for the utilization of solar energy based CHP plants in order to satisfy

various residential end-user demands.

2.1. Solar-only energy input

In this section, the plants with only solar energy as the input energy source are presented.

These plants could either be solar PV based plants, including the PVT and concentrating

photovoltaic-thermal (CPVT) collector systems, or could be solar thermal based plants with

concentrating or non-concentrating collector systems.110

2.1.1. Solar PV, PVT, and CPVT based systems

With the use of solar PV technology, the most researched way of supplying both electric-

ity and heat is through the use of solar PVT systems [32, 33]. A solar PVT system consists

of a PV panel where the heat generated by the PV panel while in operation is extracted by

water, air, or a coolant, as shown in Fig. 3. Studies have also been conducted on the use of115

various solar energy technologies to drive heat pumps [37, 38], and for the PV systems to be

used in conjunction with other technologies in order to supply both electricity and heat [39].

PV based systems. Franco and Fantozzi [38] presented an analysis of the use of solar PV

panels and a GSHP for a residential building in Pisa, Italy. The house is also connected

to the electrical grid in order to satisfy the consumer and heat pump electricity demand in120

case the PV plant fails to generate enough electrical power. The heat pump can be operated

in either heating or cooling mode depending on the season. The results suggested that it

is not possible to operate the plant independent of the grid even with a 3.7 kW PV array,

particularly in the heating period. It is suggested that for an overall better energy efficiency,
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it might be relevant to size the heat pump at around 80 % of the required nominal capacity.125

Nizetic al. [40, 41] presented an experimental and numerical evaluation of a hybrid energy

system comprising of a solar PV plant supplying electricity and simultaneously running

an air-conditioning system or a heater. The results demonstrated that the hybrid energy

system could be implemented in countries with mild climates with heat pumps in order to

achieve high seasonal coefficient of performance (COP) values. Thygesen and Karlsson [42]130

presented the analysis of the use of a novel weather forecast controller for a solar PV assisted

heat pump in order to increase the self-consumption of the generated electricity by solar PV

modules. The results suggested that the increment in the self-consumption was not enough to

cover the additional costs for the controller. Shabani et al. [43, 44] presented a combination

of solar PV panels with a proton exchange membrane fuel cell to satisfy the electricity and135

domestic hot water demand for a house in a remote location. The results indicated that over

half of the domestic hot water demand may be fulfilled by utilizing the waste heat from the

fuel cell and the excess hydrogen, while the rest of the demand may be satisfied by electricity

or gas. Ahmadi et al. [45] presented the transient thermal performance assessment of a solar

PV array based plant for the generation of electricity, heat, and cooling. The plant included140

an electrolyser, a fuel cell, a hydrogen tank, and an absorption chiller in addition to the

solar panels.

PVT based systems. Elbreki et al. [34] and Good [35] have presented the most recent

detailed reviews on the solar PVT technology and its hybridization with other systems, while

Michael et al. [46] presented a reference guide for the flat plate solar PVT systems. Auzenet145

et al. [47] presented the results of energy, exergy, and economic analyses of coupling a solar

PVT roof to a heat pump in a demonstration building highlighting the potential areas of

improvement. Zafar and Dincer [48] presented a hybrid renewable energy system producing

electricity, hot air, purified water, and hydrogen with a solar PVT array as the primary

energy conversion device. In this system, the solar PVT array produces heat and electricity150

for residential consumption, while excess electricity is fed to an electrolyser for hydrogen

production. The produced hydrogen could then be used to operate a fuel cell. The results

suggested that significant economic gains could be made by utilizing the fuel cell heat and
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Figure 3: Solar PVT panel [32].

water as useful outputs. For a residential building with a swimming pool, Buonomano

et al. [49] presented the results from the dynamic simulation and thermoeconomic analysis155

of a solar PVT array based renewable energy plant in Naples, Italy. The results suggested

that by utilizing the available energy in multiple ways remarkably increases the overall

energy efficiency, but in order to make the proposed system more economically attractive,

supporting policies are needed.

CPVT based systems. Sharaf and Orhan [51, 52] presented a review of the CPVT solar160

collector systems. These systems could be used for production of both heat and electricity

by concentrating the incident direct solar radiation on PV cells, while removing the heat

from the cells with a coolant. An exemplary CPVT system is shown in Fig. 4. Buonomano

et al. [53] presented the results from the design and dynamic simulation of a solar CPVT

collector based polygeneration plant for a hospital building in Naples, Italy where the gen-165

erated electricity was either consumed by the system parasitic loads or fed to the electrical

grid. In addition to electricity, the plant also produced heat for space heating, domestic hot

water, and/or cooling using an absorption chiller. More recently, Papadopoulos et al. [54]

presented a review of the current status of the PV based power generation while introducing
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Figure 4: Solar CPVT system [50].

a solar polygeneration system based on an innovative design of the solar CPVT collector for170

simultaneous generation of electricity, hot water, and air-conditioning.

2.1.2. Solar thermal based systems

The solar thermal collectors and the plants using these collectors have been widely stud-

ied over the last few decades. These studies include analyses with both the concentrating and

the non-concentrating collectors, and for various uses such as heating, cooling, and power175

generation. The studies include both solar-only and solar-hybrid configurations and even a

combination of the solar thermal and solar PV systems. An overview of designing and devel-

oping thermodynamic cycles for concentrating solar plants both for only power generation

and for CHP applications is presented by Kolios et al. [55]. Immovilli et al. [56] investigated

solar trigeneration for residential applications as an alternative to the conventional micro-180

cogeneration and trigeneration plants. Ksayer [57] analysed an ORC with R245fa as the

cycle working fluid for the production of electricity and hot sanitary water from low tem-

perature solar heat (120 ◦C) for a typical dwelling in the Mediterranean region. Norwood et

al. [58, 59] presented the life cycle analysis of a solar CHP plant in California, USA focusing

on the economic, the global warming potential, and the water consumption aspects.185
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Concentrating thermal collectors based systems. Crema et al. [60–62] presented the nu-

merical and experimental study of a modular mCHP plant producing 1-3 kW electrical power

and 3-9 kW thermal power using parabolic trough collectors with evacuated tube receivers

and a Stirling engine. The plant was designed to provide electricity, heating, and cooling

to single and multiple dwellings and other small buildings. Ferreira et al. [63] presented the190

results from a thermodynamic and economic optimization of a solar-powered Stirling engine

with a solar parabolic dish for mCHP generation. A detailed optimization model (includ-

ing the engine geometry) was presented. The main objective function was to maximize the

annual worth of the cogeneration plant. Krüger et al. [64] built a parabolic trough solar

field based plant capable of producing electricity, heat, and cooling on a small scale. A195

similar concept has also been investigated with an ORC unit and a two-tank thermal stor-

age system [65, 66]. Bouvier et al. [67, 68] presented the experimental characterization of a

prototype of parabolic trough collectors with direct steam generation to be used in a mCHP

plant in France. The initial results from the use of a steam engine with the parabolic trough

collectors resulted in the generation of 18.3 kW of thermal power and 1.4 kW of electrical200

power. Abdelhady et al. [69] studied the design of a stand-alone small-scale solar thermal

CHP plant for an isolated region in Egypt. The plant operated with parabolic trough solar

field, a thermal storage system, and a steam Rankine cycle. The cost of electricity was

found to be competitive when compared with the cost of expanding the electricity grid. The

avoided greenhouse gas emissions were also estimated. Almahdi et al. [70] presented the205

analysis of a solar energy based multigeneration system with a parabolic trough solar field,

two ORCs, a hot and a cold thermal energy storage system, an electrolyser, a heat pump,

and two absorption chillers. The plant produced electricity, heat, space cooling, hydrogen,

and dry biomass.

Naccarato et al. [71] presented the optimization of a small capacity ORC plant in Brindisi,210

Italy with 2 kW electrical power output with a parabolic trough solar field. The results

indicated that the generation of both electricity and heat improved the overall plant efficiency

from 12 % to 30 %. Saadatfar et al. [72] modelled a solar thermal polygeneration plant

producing power, heating, and cooling with a parabolic trough solar field and an ORC unit
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working with a nanofluid (n-pentane with silver nanoparticles) as the cycle working fluid.215

The results suggested that the achievable thermodynamic efficiency of the plant with the

nano organic fluid is higher than that of the plant with the base fluid (n-pentane) under

optimum conditions. The required heat exchanger areas were also smaller when using the

nanofluid. Borunda et al. [73] analysed an ORC unit coupled with a parabolic trough

solar field for a textile industrial process in Almeria, Spain. The results indicated that220

the analysed plant is a promising option for medium temperature applications where both

heat and electricity are required as outputs. Ozlu and Dincer [74] analysed a multigeneration

plant producing electricity, heating, cooling, and hydrogen using parabolic trough collectors,

an absorption refrigeration cycle, a Kalina power cycle, an electrolyser, a hydrogen tank, and

a thermal storage tank. The analysis was performed for a multi-unit building in Toronto,225

Canada and the results suggested that it is possible to maintain such a building or community

with such a plant. Yuksel et al. [75] presented the results from a thermodynamic performance

assessment of a solar energy based multigeneration plant. The plant operated with parabolic

trough collectors, an ammonia-water power cycle, thermal storage tanks, a hydrogen storage

tank, an electrolyser, a fuel cell, and an absorption cooling system, and produced electricity,230

hydrogen, hot water, heating, and cooling. Rabbani et al. [76] presented the transient energy

and exergy analyses of a solar energy based plant in Toronto, Canada with a central receiver

solar field, a gas turbine (operating with air Brayton cycle) and a reheat Rankine cycle

producing electricity and hot water for domestic use. The highest exergy destruction was

found to be in the molten salt receiver.235

Non-concentrating thermal collectors based systems. Bocci et al. [77] presented the anal-

ysis of a plant producing electrical power, heat, cooling, and fresh water needs for a house

in Rome, Italy. The plant included compound parabolic collectors, a thermal storage tank,

an ORC, an absorption chiller, and a reverse osmosis desalination unit. Baral and Kim [78]

presented an evaluation of 15 organic fluids for a solar ORC plant for CHP application240

in Busan, Republic of Korea. Flat plate solar collectors were analysed for the ORC plant

with 90 ◦C as the hot fluid high temperature, whereas vacuum tube type solar collectors

were analysed for the ORC plant with 125 ◦C as the hot fluid high temperature. The ORC
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plant was analysed for 1 kW electrical power output, and among the compared fluids, the

most suitable fluids were found to be R134a and R245fa for the 90 ◦C and the 125 ◦C ORC245

plants, respectively. Ziviani et al. [79] also presented a detailed analysis of using an ORC

for low grade energy recovery such as from solar thermal collectors, but with a focus on

the ORC part with both steady-state and transient analyses. Calise et al. [80] presented a

transient analysis of a plant in Naples, Italy with evacuated tube collectors, a fuel cell, and

a single-stage LiBr-H2O absorption chiller. The results suggested that the plant is excellent250

from energy saving perspective, but significant public funding is required for it to become

profitable for the end user. Twomey et al. [81] presented the results from the dynamic per-

formance analysis of using a scroll expander in a small-scale solar CHP system for a large

dwelling unit or a small commercial establishment in Brisbane, Australia. The plant oper-

ated with evacuated tube collectors and an ORC unit. It was suggested that the expander255

efficiency could further be improved by mechanical modifications such as improvements in

the inlet and exit nozzle designs and improved lubrication. The energy produced by the

plant was found to be sufficient to potentially cover the plant costs. Freeman et al. [82]

analysed the performance of a domestic-scale CHP plant with solar flat plate collectors and

an ORC for a typical UK home. Among the compared working fluids, HFC-245ca resulted in260

the highest net annual electrical work output. The results also suggested that the solar-only

system could only satisfy about 32 % of the annual electricity demand.

A number of studies have also been performed with a CO2 based Rankine cycle powered

by solar energy for CHP production. Zhang et al. [83–88] presented the numerical and

experimental analysis of a transcritical CO2 Rankine cycle for CHP application. The cycle265

included evacuated tube solar collectors, a power turbine, a heat recovery system, and a feed

pump. It is shown in Fig. 5. The results suggested that the investigated cycle has a good

potential for use as a distributed energy supply system. Kuwahara et al. [89] experimentally

investigated a similar cycle but with a novel thermally driven pump, and where the recovered

heat may also be used for air-conditioning loads in addition to the hot water demands. Chen270

et al. [90] studied a small-scale solar-driven CO2 plant for CHP production in Sweden. The

simulation results suggested that the studied system is a promising solution for the utilization
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Figure 5: A transcritical CO2 Rankine cycle powered by solar energy for CHP applications [83].

of low grade heat.

2.2. Solar-hybrid energy input

In this section, the plants with hybrid energy sources as the input are presented. These275

include solar energy based plants with biomass, geothermal, or wind energy as supplementary

energy sources. The presented plants are based on both solar PV and solar thermal collectors.

2.2.1. Solar-biomass hybrid systems

The most studied hybridization alternatives for renewable solar-hybrid plants are

solar-biomass or solar-biofuel based energy conversion systems.280

PV, PVT, and CPVT based systems. Brinkmann [91] presented the analysis of a solar

PV and biomass hybrid plant linked with a steam engine to generate electricity and heat

for private households in Germany. The analysis highlighted that the capability of the

whole system to follow the dynamic characteristics of the energy demand is important for

effective operation. Hosseini et al. [92–94] investigated a CHP plant in Toronto, Canada285
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with solar PV-biomass system with a fuel cell and energy storage. The biomass was used

to produce syngas which was fed to a gas turbine. The plant produced electricity together

with heat for district heating.

The use of solar CPVT systems in hybrid configuration has been studied for desali-

nation applications along with the production of electricity, heat, and cooling [95], and290

as a part of a renewable polygeneration system for isolated communities [96, 97]. Calise

et al. [95] presented the results from the dynamic simulation and economic assessment of a

solar trigeneration plant concept for Naples, Italy with solar CPVT collectors and a seawater

desalination unit. The analysed plant also included a biomass fired auxiliary heater. The

results indicated that the plant had unsatisfactory winter performance, thus warranting the295

need to use an auxiliary heater. It was also highlighted that such a plant needs favourable

economic policies for becoming economically attractive. Calise et al. [96, 97] also presented

the use of a renewable polygeneration plant for small isolated communities in Italy to meet

their energy and fresh water demands. The studies included exergy and exergoeconomic

analyses [96] and thermoeconomic optimization [97] of the proposed plant. The proposed300

plant also included a biomass fired auxiliary heater. The results indicated that the unit cost

of energy delivered for space heating is higher than that for space cooling, which is mainly

because of the lower solar radiation availability during winter as compared with summer

period.

Thermal collectors based systems. Kaushika et al. [98] studied a solar-biomass hybrid305

CHP plant in India where biogas produced from the waste of a distillery plant was used

in the CHP plant which also included a parabolic trough solar field and a steam Rankine

cycle. Mishra et al. [99] presented the thermal optimization and performance analysis of

the same plant as investigated by Kaushika et al. [98]. The performance of the solar field

during the year was used to estimate the biogas demand for a year round operation of the310

plant. It was found that the biogas demand could be matched with the supply using suitable

collector loop choice. Borello et al. [100] investigated an advanced small-scale CHP plant

for a typical hotel in Rome, Italy. The plant operated with a Rankine cycle with energy

input from a parabolic trough solar field and a biomass furnace. The plant also included a
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thermal energy storage system. The estimated energy output from the plant was compared315

with the electrical and the thermal energy demands for different load tracking scenarios.

The results showed the CHP plant presented an energy saving possibility as compared with

having separate plants for the generation of electricity and heat, but with a higher capital

investment cost. Sterrer et al. [101] presented a theoretical analysis of a CHP plant with

parabolic trough solar field, biomass combustor, and an ORC unit with a nominal electrical320

power output of 1.5 MW. The plant performance was investigated for operation in Austrian

climatic conditions. The heat from the plant was used in district heating. The primary

reason to couple a solar field to the biomass based CHP plant was to reduce the biomass

consumption of the plant. It was highlighted that a feed-in-tariff for solar thermal electricity

similar to that for the solar PV plants could trigger the retrofit of biomass based CHP plants325

in Central Europe.

Desideri et al. [102] presented the dynamic modelling and control strategy analysis of

a small solar-biomass hybrid plant in Cacares, Spain with a parabolic trough solar field,

a biomass combustor, and an ORC unit producing electricity and heat for a building. A

comparison was made between two operating strategies, the partial defocusing and the total330

defocusing of the solar field during a constant low thermal demand from the building. It

was found that the total defocusing approach resulted in a 12 percentage point higher solar

fraction than the partial defocusing approach. Karellas and Braimakis [103] presented the

thermodynamic modelling and economic analysis of a micro-scale plant in Greece capable of

operating either as a cogeneration or a trigeneration plant. The plant included a parabolic335

trough solar field and a biomass combustor and operated with an ORC unit and a vapour

compression refrigeration cycle. The results indicated that even for the worst case scenario

assumptions, the plant exhibits positive economic results. Burin et al. [104] analysed a

CHP plant producing electricity and industrial process heat by adding a parabolic trough

solar field to a biomass based CHP plant located in Brazil in order to improve the overall340

capacity factor. The solar field was used for feedwater heating. One of the main advantages

highlighted was the minimal modifications required to the existing plant for adding the

solar field. It was also highlighted that a year round operation is necessary to improve the
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economic feasibility of the hybridized plant. Burin et al. [105] continued the analysis and

compared the plant with a parabolic trough solar field to the plants with a linear Fresnel345

solar field and a solar tower. The solar tower based plant was found to result in the best

levelized cost of electricity among the three alternatives.

Zhang et al. [106] analysed a solar-biomass hybrid trigeneration plant concept for China

for the production of electricity, hot water, and chilled water. The plant included a biomass

gasification unit with parabolic trough collectors, an internal combustion engine, and an350

absorption chiller. Ozcan and Dincer [107] presented the thermodynamic analysis of an

integrated plant with a solid oxide fuel cell, a solar ORC unit based on parabolic trough

collectors, and an absorption chiller for the production of electricity, heat, and cooling. The

solid oxide fuel cell had the largest irreversibility, while the overall energy and exergy efficien-

cies were respectively found to be 56.25 % and 15.44 % higher than those of a conventional355

solid oxide fuel cell system. Borello et al. [108] modelled a CHP plant located in Rome,

Italy with parabolic trough collectors and a solid oxide fuel cell fed with biogas from the

anaerobic digestion of municipal waste. The plant also includes a storage unit and the heat

required to warm the substrate is supplied by solar collectors and an auxiliary biomass fur-

nace. Oliveira et al. [109] investigated a solar-biomass mCHP plant operating with vacuum360

compound parabolic collectors, a biomass burner, a thermal storage tank, and an ORC unit

with a rotary lobe expander in Morocco. Jradi et al. [110, 111] presented the results from the

theoretical and experimental analyses of a micro-scale regenerative ORC unit based CHP

plant for residential applications using a novel scroll expander with a biomass burner and so-

lar thermal collectors. The proposed system is shown in Fig. 6. A very small capacity scroll365

expander was used in the system with 0.5 kW maximum electrical power generation together

with 9.58 kW heat generation at about 4.5 bar pressure difference across the expander.

Zamfirescu et al. [112] presented the exergy, environmental impact, and economic anal-

yses of a concentrating solar power driven heat engine (dish receiver) for the generation of

heat and power for residential applications in Canada. The studied plant used a solar con-370

centrator which delivered high temperature heat to an ammonia-water Rankine cycle. The

Rankine cycle produced useful work and delivered useful heat to a heat sink. The results
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Figure 6: A regenerative ORC unit with a solar-biomass hybrid energy input for production of power and

heat [110].

showed that it is possible to mitigate 3-4 times more CO2 than a PV system, but in order

for these systems to be economically attractive, supportive economic policies such as car-

bon tax and feed-in-tariff programs are necessary. Angrisani et al. [113] proposed a unique375

solar-biomass hybrid CHP plant based on a Stirling engine and a fluidized bed combustor.

In the plant, the direct solar irradiation was concentrated on the fluidized bed working as

the solar receiver using a Scheffler type mirror. A high investment cost was pointed out as

the main drawback of such a plant. Khalid et al. [114] analysed a solar-biomass integrated

plant for the generation of electricity, heat, and cooling. The energy input to the plant came380

from a central receiver solar field and a biomass based combustion chamber for a gas turbine.

The overall energy and exergy efficiencies for the hybrid plant were respectively found to

be 66.5 % and 39.7 %, as compared with 64.5 % and 37.6 % with only the biomass part

operating, and 27.3 % and 44.3 % with only the solar part operating. Efendiev et al. [115]

presented several cases operating with solar energy and biogas based systems considered385
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for farms and small holdings in Russia which are at a considerable distance from the local

energy networks from economic perspective.

2.2.2. Solar-geothermal hybrid systems

PV, PVT, and CPVT based systems. Calise et al. [116] presented the results from the

dynamic simulation and economic assessment of a solar and geothermal energy based poly-390

generation plant for simultaneous production of electricity, thermal energy, cooling energy,

and fresh water. The plant included solar CPVT collectors, an absorption chiller, a desali-

nation unit, and storage tanks. The plant was analysed to be used on small volcanic islands

in the Mediterranean Sea. The results indicated that the economic attractiveness of such a

plant increases significantly with the rise in the domestic hot water demand. Bicer and Din-395

cer [117] analysed and evaluated a solar PVT and geothermal based multigeneration plant

producing electricity, heat, cooling, hot water, and drying air for food drying in a farm in

Canada. The plant also included an ORC unit, an absorption cooling system, and thermal

energy storage. The results suggested that the mass flow rates within the subsystems have

a significant impact on the overall system performance, and the evaporator and the turbine400

in the ORC unit have the highest exergy destruction rates.

Thermal collectors based systems. Tempesti et al. [118, 119] analysed mCHP plants

operating in Florence, Italy with solar and low temperature geothermal energy. The plants

were analysed for small capacity CHP production, e.g. for buildings with 30-40 apartments.

One of the analysed plant layouts, with a single pressure ORC unit, is shown in Fig. 7.405

This layout operates with evacuated tube solar collectors. Another analysed layout was

a dual pressure ORC unit with a parabolic trough solar field for superheating the ORC

working fluid at the high pressure. The results indicated that the single pressure layout

performed better than the dual pressure layout, and among the compared ORC working

fluids, the plant with R245fa is the least expensive. Ruzzenenti et al. [120] evaluated the410

environmental sustainability of a solar-geothermal mCHP plant operating with an ORC unit

in Pisa, Italy. Only evacuated tube solar collectors were included in the plant. A life cycle

analysis was performed in order to evaluate the plant performance. The results suggested
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Figure 7: A low temperature solar-geothermal hybrid CHP plant with an ORC [119].

that from a sustainability perspective, the plant needs to develop existing wells which were

previously abandoned rather than creating new ones.415

Al-Ali and Dincer [121] presented the energy and exergy analyses for a multigeneration

solar-geothermal hybrid plant. The analysed plant included a parabolic trough solar field, a

single absorption chiller, and an ORC unit, and produced electricity, cooling, space heating,

hot water, and industrial process heat. The results indicated that nearly 75 % of the exergy

destruction occurs in the solar field. A similar plant was investigated by Suleman et al. [122]420

using energy and exergy analyses. Calise et al. [123] presented the dynamic simulation and

exergoeconomic optimization of a solar-geothermal CHP plant for a hotel in Italy. The plant

included a parabolic trough solar field, an ORC unit, and a storage tank in addition to the

geothermal cycle. The results indicated that the costliest components of the plant were

the solar collectors and the ORC unit. It was also found that the production of thermal425

energy is crucial for economic profitability. Calise et al. [124] presented the exergoeconomic
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Figure 8: A fully renewable CHP plant based on solar PV and wind energy technologies including a fuel

cell, an electrolyser, a hydrogen storage system, and a thermal storage [125].

analysis of a solar-geothermal hybrid plant producing electricity, heating, cooling, and fresh

water. Based on their system design, the results suggested a competitive price for clean

water production, but not so much for electricity.

2.2.3. Solar-wind hybrid systems430

A few studies have also investigated the hybridization of solar and wind energy technolo-

gies for CHP plants. Lacko et al. [125] analysed a solar PV and wind turbine hybrid system

including a fuel cell, an electrolyser, a hydrogen storage system, and a thermal storage for the

production of electricity and heat for stand-alone applications such as isolated households

in Slovenia. The studied system is shown in Fig. 8. The results indicated that the investi-435

gated fully renewable CHP plant is both technically feasible and more cost-effective, when

considering both the capital investment and the O&M costs, as compared with a system

utilizing fossil heat. Rouholamini and Mohammadian [126] also investigated a similar CHP
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plant, but for a grid-connected application in Iran. This plant included a solar PV array,

a wind turbine, a polymer exchange membrane fuel cell, an electrolyser, an electric heating440

system, and a hydrogen tank. Ozlu and Dincer [127] analysed a multigeneration system with

parabolic trough collectors, a wind turbine, a steam Rankine cycle, an absorption chiller,

and an electrolyser for the production of electricity, domestic hot water, cooling, and hydro-

gen. The efficiency of the multigeneration system was found to be higher than the combined

efficiency of a plant with separate units. Khalid et al. [128] presented the techno-economic445

assessment of multigeneration plant for green buildings. The plant included a wind turbine,

parabolic trough solar collectors, an ORC unit, a storage tank, an absorption chiller, and a

GSHP. The plant produced electricity, hot water, heating, and cooling.

2.3. Other studies

The combination of solar PV and solar thermal collectors as the source of energy input450

to the CHP plant has also been investigated by some researchers. Ahmadi et al. [129, 130]

presented a multi-objective optimization and performance assessment of a solar and ocean

thermal energy conversion plant for the production of electricity, heating, cooling, hydrogen,

fresh water, and hot water in coastal areas. The plant included solar PVT collectors, flat

plate collectors, a reverse osmosis desalination unit, a single-effect absorption chiller, an455

ocean thermal energy conversion cycle, and a proton exchange membrane electrolyser. The

results suggested that the exergy efficiency and the total plant cost increased with an increase

in the PVT collector length and inlet air mass flow rate, the turbine and the pump isentropic

efficiencies, and the absorption chiller evaporator temperature. Akikur et al. [131, 132]

presented the performance analysis of a CHP plant in Malaysia with a parabolic trough460

solar field, solar PV array, a solid oxide fuel cell, a thermal storage system, and hydrogen

and water storage tanks. The results indicated that the cost of solar energy and solid oxide

fuel cell based power generation is higher than that from the fossil fuel based system, hence

requiring subsidy or other incentives for becoming economically attractive. Sanaye and

Sarrafi [133] presented the energy, exergy, and economic optimization of a grid-connected465

solar energy based plant for the production of electricity, heat, and cooling. The plant
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included a solar PV array, solar CPVT collectors, evacuated tube collectors, an absorption

chiller, a battery bank, and a hot water storage tank. The results indicated that the use

of a battery bank was not justified because of the small difference between the price of the

generated and the purchased electricity.470

Islam et al. [134] presented the energy and exergy analyses for a solar energy based

multigeneration plant including thermoelectric generators. The plant was driven by a solar

PV array and parabolic trough collectors, and included a thermoelectric generator/cooler, an

ORC unit, an absorption chiller, a thermal energy storage system, and a heat pump. The

plant produced electricity, domestic hot water, heat, cooling, and hydrogen. The results475

suggested that the highest irreversibility was observed in the parabolic trough solar field,

followed by the absorption chiller. Yilmaz et al. [39] investigated a grid-connected solar

PV array and a solar water heater based plant for providing electricity and hot water to a

school in Turkey. The plant also included an air heat pump and a storage tank. The results

suggested that the entire energy needs of the school may be satisfied by the plant with480

optimal planning. Assaf and Shabani [135] presented a transient analysis of a stand-alone

solar-hydrogen CHP plant for a remote household in Australia. The plant included a solar

PV array, solar thermal collectors, an electrolyser, a fuel cell, a hydrogen storage tank, and

one or two water storage tanks. The simulated plant was found to be capable of satisfying

the annual heat and electrical power demand almost fully.485

A combination of reversible heat pumps and ORC plant has also been investigated for

the production of electricity and heat. These types of plants are capable of producing

both electricity and heat for residential uses, but not necessarily simultaneously. Dumont

et al. [136] and Quoilin et al. [137] investigated a reversible heat pump and ORC based plant

for domestic application. The plant included roof-mounted solar thermal collectors, a ground490

heat exchanger, a storage tank, and the reversible heat pump and ORC unit. The plant could

be operated in a direct heating mode, a heat pump mode, or an ORC mode. The plant was

investigated both numerically and experimentally. Several improvements were suggested to

improve the performance of such a plant based on the experimental observations. Schimpf

et al. [138, 139] also investigated a similar system. Their results indicated that the ORC495
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operation reduces the net electricity demand from the grid while mitigating the potentially

harmful stagnation of the solar collector loops in a cost-effective way.

Another interesting area of research using solar energy based systems is towards devel-

oping a green building or a zero energy building [140]. In this regard, Dagdougui et al. [141]

modelled and optimized a hybrid system for the energy supply of a green building including500

both the electrical and the thermal demands. The energy input was from solar flat plate

collectors, a solar PV array, a biomass unit, and a wind turbine. Good et al. [142] compared

the use of solar thermal, solar PV, and solar PVT collectors for net zero energy buildings.

The plant also included a hot water storage tank and an air to water heat pump. Hassoun

and Dincer [143] analysed the performance of a multigeneration plant for a net zero energy505

house in Lebanon. The plant included solar collectors, an ammonia-water Rankine cycle, an

electrical and battery system, and a hot water tank among other components. Oliveira [144]

studied a building facade using solar energy to generate electricity, heating, or cooling by

combining solar PV cells with a solar air collector and a thermoelectric heat pump into a

compact building envelope solution. The use of thermoelectric systems has also been inves-510

tigated by Omer and Infield [145], Miljkovic and Wang [146], Nia et al. [147], and Ong [148].

Some novel ideas include the use of a solar chimney based CHP plant with solid oxide

electrolyser and fuel cell systems along with a hydrogen storage tank [149], and the use of

photon-enhanced thermionic emission where the residual heat may be used for low temper-

ature power generation and/or satisfying the heat demands [150]. Ghosh and Dincer [151]515

analysed a plant with multiple energy sources for energy input producing electricity, heating,

cooling, and fresh water. The plant operated with solar, wind, and geothermal energy, and

included a parabolic trough solar field, a wind turbine, a steam Rankine cycle, an absorp-

tion chiller, and a reverse osmosis unit. The plant overall energy and exergy efficiencies were

found to be 36.7 %, and 25.07 %, respectively.520

2.4. Discussion

The utilization of solar energy for heat and power generation has recently attracted

increased interest as is evident from the significant number of research publications in the
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last 4-5 years. This interest comes from many reasons such as utilizing a local energy

source which is freely available, reducing the dependency on fossil fuels, or even reducing525

the consumption of biomass through hybridization [101]. Most of the research has been

conducted for residential scale consumers, but several other plant scales have also been

analysed such as schools [39], hospitals [53], multi-unit dwellings [74], industrial processes [73,

104, 121], hotels [100, 123], district energy supply [92–94, 101], and specific end-uses such

as swimming pool heating [49]. Since evaluating the possibilities for fully renewable solar530

energy based CHP plants is a recent field of research, the main focus until now has been

on evaluating suitable plant configurations for different locations around the world. The

various studies have evaluated the possible configurations on both the energy input (through

hybridization) and the energy output (multiple end products) sides. A location specific study

in this context is important since the renewable sources could vary significantly from one535

region to another. For this reason, the combination of solar energy with biomass, wind

energy, and/or geothermal energy depends on where the plant will be located. For the

plants where solar energy is hybridized with biomass or geothermal energy sources, it was

more common to evaluate configurations without any other external storage systems or with

only buffer storage systems. This is because biomass and geothermal energy provide a more540

reliable continuity from the source side. On the other hand, for the solar-only or solar-wind

hybrid plants, it has been common to analyse the plant configurations with fuel cells and

hydrogen storage tanks or other storage possibilities because of the more intermittent nature

of these energy sources.

In general, many of the evaluated technologies (see Appendix) are already available for545

commercial deployment. These include power generation plants with steam Rankine cycle,

Brayton cycle, or ORCs, refrigeration plants with vapour compression or absorption cycles,

heat pumps, small capacity fuel cells, and thermal storage systems. The key research as-

pects of the literature analysing plants with these technologies lay in evaluating the different

possible combinations and configurations that could meet the various end-user demands in550

a cost-effective manner. In this regard, the results suggest that the plants with solar en-

ergy as the only source of energy input and without any storage are incapable of satisfying
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the consumer heat and power demands, mainly because of the mismatch between the solar

energy availability and the consumer demand patterns [38, 43, 44, 82]. Most likely, a con-

nection to the electricity grid might be required for balancing out the electricity demand555

and an auxiliary heater might be required in order to counter the unsatisfactory winter

performances [95].

Most of the studies have analysed the various plant configurations from thermodynamic

design perspectives, but there are some studies which have also considered the economic as-

pects. In this regard, the general consensus is that the fully renewable solar energy based heat560

and power plants would require additional support policies in order to become economically

attractive [49, 95]. Examples of such policies could be public funding [80], feed-in-tariff [101],

carbon tax [112], or subsidies [131, 132]. The economic challenges exist mainly because of

the expensive components such as the solar collectors and other small capacity technologies

such as the ORC units and fuel cells. This has also been the motivation behind analysing565

the plant configurations with additional outputs (such as cooling and fresh water) in order

to justify the high capital investment costs, and to look into various options for storage

(thermal, hydrogen, electrical, and compressed air). Nevertheless, there are some excep-

tional cases where the cost of electricity was found to be higher for the grid expansion than

from a solar plant [69], or when the fully renewable solar CHP plant was found to be more570

cost-effective than a fossil fuel based plant over the operational lifetime [125].

3. Case studies for Denmark

The utilization of solar energy systems for the generation of electricity and heat, not

necessarily as CHP, has seen immense rise in Denmark and other Nordic countries in the

last decade. Research has been conducted for solar PV systems with regards to adapting575

the PV cells and modules for operating in the Nordic climatic conditions [152, 153] and

evaluating their potential for grid connected applications [154, 155]. A large number of solar

thermal systems have also been installed, particularly for district heating applications [20,

156]. It is therefore relevant to identify the various configurations which could provide heat

and electricity to the Danish consumers in a sustainable manner. The most known solar580
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technologies for the consumers in Denmark are the solar PV systems for residential and small

capacity stand-alone uses and the non-concentrating solar thermal collectors for residential

and district heating plants. Additionally, biomass based energy conversion systems are also

commonly used for both large and small capacity heating and CHP plants. For small capacity

decentralized CHP plants, the ORC technology has recently attracted increased interest in585

Denmark. The first Danish ORC unit (750 kWe) was installed as a part of the SUNSTORE4

plant on the small Danish island Ærø [21], where it works in combination with solar thermal

collectors, a pit heat storage system, and a heat pump. Additionally, a 4.2 MWe biomass

based ORC CHP plant is currently under construction [157], while a biomass and parabolic

trough solar field based ORC CHP plant has recently been commissioned [158]. Between590

1990 and 2014 the use of biomass in the energy sector increased by 90 % [159]. For district

heating, the use of woody biomass alone has increased from 324 TJ to more than 20 000 TJ

in the same time frame. Similarly, heat pumps such as GSHPs have also experienced a

significant increase in usage in the last few decades. Heat supplied by heat pumps has

increased by 220 % between 1990 and 2014 in Denmark, producing 7200 TJ of heat in595

2014 [159]. Therefore, a solar PV array, solar flat plate collectors, a biomass burner, a

GSHP, and an ORC unit are the considered technologies in the analysis presented here.

3.1. Cases

Table 1: Cases considered for a preliminary evaluation of solar energy based CHP plants in Denmark. A

connection to the electricity grid is assumed for all the mentioned cases.

Case Description

Base case Heat supply from a natural gas burner

PV-HP Solar PV assisted GSHP

FPC-HP Solar flat plate collectors with a GSHP

FPC-BIO Solar flat plate collectors with a biomass burner

FPC-ORC Solar flat plate collectors with a biomass burner and an ORC unit
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Table 1 shows the various cases considered for a preliminary evaluation of the solar energy

based CHP plants in Denmark. The various cases are compared based on their economic600

profitability and environmental performance. In order to compare the solar case studies to

conventional systems used for residential areas not connected to the district heating network

in Denmark, a base case, with the houses connected to the electrical grid and a natural gas

burner, was considered. The case with a solar PV assisted GSHP and a connection to the

electricity grid (PV-HP) is shown in Fig. 9. The GSHP is used to cover the thermal energy605

demand, while the electrical energy demand is covered by solar PV array and grid electricity.

It was assumed that net metering allowed the plant to fully utilize the energy generated by

the solar PV array without the need for an electrical energy storage system.

PV array

GSHP

Storage

tank

Electricity grid

Heating demand

Electricity demand

Heat

source

(ground)

Figure 9: Case ‘PV-HP’ with a solar PV array and a GSHP.
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Electricity grid
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Electricity demand

Heat

source

(ground)

Figure 10: Case ‘FPC-HP’ with solar flat plate collectors and a GSHP.

The configuration for the case FPC-HP is shown in Fig. 10. In this case, the heating

demand is covered with solar thermal flat plate collectors and a GSHP, while the electrical610

energy demand is met by grid electricity. For the GSHP, which covers all heating demand

not supplied by the solar collectors, the same seasonal COP values are chosen as for the

PV-HP case. The case FPC-BIO is shown in Fig. 11. In this case, the heating demand is

supplied by solar flat plate collectors and a biomass burner, while the electricity demand

is satisfied fully by a connection to the electrical grid. The biomass burner operates on615

wood pellets with low moisture content and high density, which are also easily transportable

and storable. The last case, FPC-ORC, is shown in Fig. 12. It consists of solar flat plate

collectors, a biomass burner, and an ORC unit. When the heating demand is not covered by

solar energy, the evaporator of the ORC unit is supplied with heat from the biomass burner.

On the condenser side, heat is supplied to the houses. The electricity produced from the620

ORC unit is, via net metering, used to cover the electricity need of the households.
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Figure 11: Case ‘FPC-BIO’ with solar flat plate collectors and a biomass burner.

ORC

Biomass

furnace

Flat plate collectors

Storage

tank

Electricity grid

Heating demand

Electricity demand

Figure 12: Case ‘FPC-ORC’ with solar flat plate collectors, a biomass burner, and an ORC unit.

3.2. Methods

All the case studies are based on a residential community of 100 houses with a total

annual thermal energy demand of 1458 MWh and a total annual electrical energy demand

of 490 MWh [160–162]. The residential heating system was assumed to have a supply625

temperature of 75 ◦C and a return temperature of 35 ◦C [163]. The daily hot water demand

was assumed to remain constant throughout the year at 5.43 kWh per house [160]. The
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annual space heating demand was assumed to be 12.6 MWh per house [160, 162]. This

total demand was distributed over the year depending on the ambient temperature of a

typical meteorological year. The daily electricity demand was assumed on an average to be630

13.42 kWh per house [161].

A solar collector area of 1000 m2 was assumed for both the flat plate and the PV collec-

tors. The chosen area is based on comparable solar district heating plants in Denmark [164],

where for each household a 10 m2 to 13 m2 solar collector area is foreseen. This solar col-

lector area is thus seen as being realistically available on open land for a community of 100635

houses. The solar collectors were assumed to have a tilt angle of 45° and faced south. The

shading of the solar collectors was neglected while an albedo factor of 0.2 was assumed. For

the plant location in Copenhagen, Denmark, the daily PV array output was found using

the software PVsyst [165]. The PV array could provide up to 158 kWh m−2 of energy an-

nually after the inverter losses. The solar thermal system was simulated based on flat plate640

collectors with a constant supply temperature of 75 ◦C and a first and second degree heat

loss coefficient of 2.5 W m−2 K−1 and 0.015 W m−2 K−1, respectively. The incidence angle

modifier was found based on the sun position for every hour assuming an optical efficiency of

0.8. The solar thermal collectors could supply up to 424 kWh m−2 of energy annually. The

considered cases do not consider any electrical energy storage since net metering is assumed.645

For the heat supply, a maximum thermal energy storage of about 15.5 m3 was assumed as

a reasonable trade-off between the storage usefulness and cost for the given analysis. The

capital investment cost of the storage was assumed to be 4000 e m−3 [166].

The GSHP was modelled with different seasonal COP values accounting for the seasonal

changes in the soil temperature. These were estimated to be 2.5 for winter, 2.7 for spring650

and autumn, and 2.9 for summer months based on the current technologies and soil temper-

ature [167–169]. Electricity for the heat pump was supplied from grid in case of insufficient

electricity generation from the solar PV system. The electricity for the heat pump was

assumed to have a reduced tax rate in order to ensure that the taxes per kWh of heat sup-

plied are not higher than those from fossil sources [170]. The biomass boiler was assumed655

to operate with wood pellets. The conversion efficiency based on the lower heating value
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was estimated for an automated fired system [171]. The ORC unit, using the energy from

the biomass boiler, converted the heat to electricity with an assumed average efficiency of

18 % [172]. The ORC unit was sized such that it could satisfy the highest heat demand on a

day for up to 12 hours. For the present analysis, this corresponded to a net power output of660

about 175 kWe. For such an ORC unit, the cost overviews provided by Quoilin et al. [173]

and Lemmens [174] suggested specific installed costs at approximately 6000 e kW−1
e and

4000 e kW−1
e , respectively. The study by Duvia et al. [175] suggested a higher specific price

at 10 200 e kW−1
e for a 345 kWe ORC unit. Based on this, a specific investment cost of

8000 e kW−1
e (including the biomass system) was selected for the FPC-ORC case. The665

annual O&M cost was assumed to be 35 e kW−1
e [176].

The economic analysis for the case studies was based on a plant lifetime of 30 years.

In the analysis, 100 % of the capital investment costs were assumed to be covered by a

loan with a loan duration of 20 years and an annual interest rate of 5 % on the debt. All

operational expenses, such as fuel costs, were corrected for inflation with an average annual670

rate of 2 % [177]. The wood pellets were assumed to be carbon neutral. The annualized

costs are used as an indicator for the comparison of the different solutions. The annualized

cost is composed of two parts: (1) the costs related to the investment and (2) the costs

related to the O&M of the plant. The first part is the sum of the capital investment costs

and the total interest payments for the project divided by the project lifetime. The second675

part comprises of the total net cash flows for O&M occurring during the lifetime (i.e. the

O&M costs after deducting the revenue from net metering, if any), divided by the project

lifetime so as to obtain the annual net O&M costs. The annualized cost, as the sum of the

two parts, thus indicates the amount spent by the system operator on an average annually

over the project lifetime. Table 2 shows the other key assumptions for the various cases.680

Table 2: Assumptions for the various cases.

Parameter Value Reference

Natural gas
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Burner efficiency 0.96 [178]

Lower heating value 11.0 kWh Nm−3 [179]

Higher heating value 12.2 kWh Nm−3 [179]

Burner capital investment cost 100 e kW−1 [166]

Burner annual O&M cost 3.7 e kW−1 [166]

Natural gas purchase cost 0.7 e Nm−3 [180]

CO2 emission factor 0.205 kgCO2 kWh−1 [181]

Solar energy

PV array capital investment cost 1250 e kW−1
p [166]

PV array annual O&M cost 12.54 e kW−1
p [166]

Flat plate collectors capital investment cost 227 e m−2 [166]

Flat plate collectors annual O&M cost 0.57 e MWh−1 [166]

GHSP

Capital investment cost 680 e kW−1
th [166]

Annual O&M cost 5.5 e kW−1
th [166]

Biomass

Burner efficiency 0.92 [171]

Burner capital investment cost 400 e kW−1
th [166]

Burner annual O&M cost 2.7 e MWh−1 [166]

Wood pellets lower heating value 16.8 MJ kg−1 [182]

Wood pellets moisture content 8.7 wt % [182]

Wood pellets purchase cost 0.16 e kg−1 [183, 184]

Grid electricity

Purchase cost 0.22 e kWh−1 [185]

CO2 emission factor 0.326 kgCO2 kWh−1 [186]
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3.3. Results and discussion

The capital investment costs, the annual net O&M costs (after deducting the revenue

from net metering, if any), and the annualized costs for the considered cases are shown in

Fig. 13. It may be observed that the required capital investment cost for the renewable685

solutions is much higher than that for the base case. The costs for the solar installation

have a share of 11 % in the FPC-ORC case and 30 % in the FPC-BIO case. With the heat

pumps, the solar field with solar PV panels (PV-HP) is approximately 77 000 e cheaper than

the solar field with flat plate collectors (FPC-HP). For the heat pump cases, the annualized

cost for the PV-HP case is slightly lower than for the FPC-HP case. This is because the690

PV-HP case has a lower capital investment cost than the FPC-HP case. At the same time,

the electricity demand from the grid is lower as a part of the demand is covered by the

solar PV array, thereby resulting in a lower net O&M cost. Comparing the annualized

costs over the project lifetime, the lowest costs were for the two solar-biomass hybrid plants

(FPC-BIO and FPC-ORC). The heat pump solutions have the highest costs, as the price695

for electricity is considerable. For any solar-heat pump solution to be more profitable than

the base case, the price of electricity must go below 0.17 e kWh−1 for the PV-HP case and

below 0.15 e kWh−1 for the FPC-HP case. The cost of the solar collectors have only little

influence on the annualized costs for the heat pump solutions as they are overshadowed by

the heat pump capital investment cost and the operating cost.700

The lowest annualized cost is achieved with the FPC-BIO system closely followed by the

FPC-ORC system. In the case where an existing natural gas fired district heating plant is

to be exchanged with a sustainable solution, e.g. a biomass based plant, the results indicate

that the FPC-BIO solution is preferable from an economic point of view. However, the

current Danish legislation does in many cases prohibit this change if the new plant produces705

only heat [187]. On the other hand, it is possible to replace a natural gas fired district

heating plant with a biomass based CHP plant. In this case the FPC-ORC is the more

economically attractive solution, achieving a 9 % lower annualized cost than the base case.

The capital investment cost of the FPC-ORC system is significantly higher than the other

considered technologies. This is partly due to the rated capacity of the ORC unit which is710
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below 200 kWe. This capacity corresponds to the smallest CHP systems offered by ORC

unit suppliers. By considering a larger capacity ORC unit the specific capital investment

cost of the plant reduces dramatically. For example, if a case with 1000 houses is considered,

the capacity of the ORC unit would be around 1750 kWe. For CHP ORC units in this power

range, Quoilin et al. [173] report a specific total investment below 3000 e kW−1
e . Similarly,715

Duvia et al. [175] report a value of 4500 e kW−1
e for a 1803 kWe unit. Assuming a case of

1000 houses and a conservative specific capital investment cost of 4000 e kW−1
e for the ORC

unit, while maintaining all the other assumptions same as in Table 2, the results indicate a

28 % lower annualized cost for the FPC-ORC case than the base case. For the FPC-BIO

case the annualized cost is 11 % lower than the base case. These results suggest significant720

economic benefits of the FPC-ORC case for a large capacity plant.

The total annual energy input to the plant by various energy sources and the annual

CO2 emissions from the plant are shown in Fig. 14. Of particular interest is to note that

even for the solar-biomass hybrid solutions, biomass provides the major share of energy

input. This is because of the overall less sunny weather in Denmark and areas with similar725

climatic conditions. For this reason, it would be interesting to consider long-term storage
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Figure 13: Capital investment costs, annual net O&M costs, and annualized costs over the plant lifetime for

the various cases.
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options such as seasonal storages in order to increase the solar share in the overall energy

input mix. The environmental analysis clearly shows that the base case using natural gas

and grid electricity has the highest carbon emissions. The cases using the heat pump have

the second highest emissions with the biomass solutions having the lowest. In this analysis730

the current carbon emissions for grid electricity were used which are expected to decrease

significantly over the coming decades in Denmark due to the increasing share of wind power

and biomass CHP. This would reduce the emissions of the heat pump solutions further.

The results from the sensitivity analysis as shown in Fig. 15 highlight the impact of

varying the different parameters on the annualized cost. The solar collector area was varied735

between 500 m2 and 1500 m2 as compared with the initial assumption of 1000 m2. An

overall impact of less than ±5 % on the economic performance of the solar thermal system

was observed. The annualized cost increases with increasing solar thermal collector area for

the solar thermal cases, whereas it decreases with increasing PV area for the PV based cases.

This suggests that larger thermal storage volumes, even seasonal storages, are required to740

fully offset the heat produced by solar thermal systems. This is because for PV, net-metering

was assumed, thereby resulting in the utilization of all the additional solar energy. On the
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changed parameter value to its initial value.

other hand, for the FPC cases, the unused solar energy is present for days with full storages

and already satisfied demand, thereby resulting in an overall reduced utilization. This trend

is highlighted by the development of annualized costs as they increase with an increase in the745

solar thermal collector area. The electricity price has a strong influence on the annualized

costs. The two heat pump solutions thus have a stronger dependency on the future electricity

price than the other cases because of the higher grid electricity demand. An increase in the

plant lifetime shows that the annualized cost increases the strongest for the base case as the

absence of any renewable energy input buffers the increase in the energy prices. The ORC750

unit based configuration (FPC-ORC) further shows the influence of the annuities and the

loan period at smaller values of the plant lifetimes because of high capital investment cost.

As the loan period was set to a maximum of 20 years, but not more than the plant lifetime,

the annualized cost decreases rapidly for shorter lifetimes. This is because the distribution

of the capital investment costs over the years outweighs the additional costs in terms of the755
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loan interest for a longer loan period. A government measure to promote such systems could

be to provide investment loans with low interest rates which could encourage fossil energy

free solutions.

4. Research prospects

Based on the reviewed literature, the following areas are recognized where research for760

solar energy based heat and power plants may be focused. Among the technical aspects of the

solar CHP plants, one of the key research areas is the development of economically attractive

designs for the plant components, particularly for small capacities (i.e. from few kW to few

hundreds of kW) for residential consumers. Of particular interest are ORC expanders,

compact heat exchangers, storage systems, and more efficient solar collectors. Another765

identified area of research is to develop efficient and effective operation and control algorithms

for maximum return on the investment in the plant while considering the local legislation

and the electricity and heat market prices. It is also important to analyse the integration

of both small and large capacity plants with the existing electricity, district heating, and

natural gas grids. From the technoeconomic perspective, it is interesting to develop methods770

to determine the optimal component sizing for the best economic performance over the plant

lifetime. Based on the plant location and local policy advantages, the best combination of

the technologies should be decided (e.g. solar PV or thermal, solar-only or solar-hybrid, etc.)

Optimization studies should also be conducted in order to identify the thermoeconomically

optimal working fluids or fluid mixtures for the various locations and climatic conditions.775

From the policy aspect, clear measures should be identified from local, national, and

global regulation and legislative perspectives in order to meet the climate and energy targets

set by the various governments around the world. The future availability and the cost of fossil

fuels as well as the different forms of biomass should be considered in any decision making.

Lastly, the social and end-consumer behaviour towards the acceptance of the solar and780

other renewable energy technologies and the impact of the integration of these technologies

with the existing infrastructure must be analysed. This includes, for example, demand side

behaviour, indirect benefits from energy efficiency reducing the overall demand, shift in the
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preferred modes of energy consumption (e.g. electric or hydrogen cars instead of fossil fuel

based cars), and other similar considerations.785

5. Conclusion

This paper presents a review of the open literature on solar energy based heat and power

plants considering both the solar PV and solar thermal technologies in both solar-only and

solar-hybrid configurations. Some key trends observed from the reviewed literature are as

follows:790

� Fully renewable solar energy based heat and power plants are interesting to study

because of their potential to utilize locally available free energy sources and to reduce

the consumption of fossil fuels and/or biomass.

� It is important for the solar energy based heat and power plants to follow the dy-

namic characteristics of the consumer load profiles for reliably satisfying the end-user795

demands. Solar-only technologies have been found to be incapable of doing so. Some

form of hybridization, storage, or backup is necessary.

� It is likely that some supportive policy measures such as green energy targets, public

funding, feed-in-tariff, carbon tax, or subsidies will be needed in order for the solar

energy based heat and power plants to be able to compete with the fossil fuel alterna-800

tives.

Based on the reviewed literature, it is recommended that the research on solar energy

based heat and power plants should be focused towards developing economically attractive

designs for the various plant components such as expanders for the ORC, compact heat ex-

changers, storage systems, and more efficient solar collectors, particularly for small capacity805

systems. Research also needs to be done in order to develop efficient and effective opera-

tion and control strategies for a robust year-round performance from the plants. Suitable

methods for integration with the current electricity, district heating, and natural gas grids

should be developed. Clear policy and legislative measures should be identified and put into
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place so as to promote the sustainable technologies in order to meet the ambitious climate810

and energy targets set by various governments around the world.

The paper also included some case studies for evaluating the application of solar energy

based CHP plants in Denmark. The performed analysis aimed at comparing the overall eco-

nomic feasibility of these plants for domestic energy supply, an area where a large potential

exists in the coming years. The results indicate that it is both economically and environ-815

mentally favourable to invest in the solar-biomass hybrid solutions for CHP production for

the Danish climatic conditions. This is primarily because biomass is a more attractive op-

tion than natural gas, while solar thermal systems allow to reduce the purchased fuel costs.

Moreover, in the case of locally available biomass, additional emissions from transporting

the fuel may also be avoided. Given the ambitious climate and energy targets of Denmark820

and the other Nordic countries, solar energy based plants could provide a technically and

economically feasible alternative for the combined production of heat and electricity.

Nomenclature

CHP combined heat and power

COP coefficient of performance825

CPVT concentrating photovoltaic-thermal

GSHP ground source heat pump

mCHP micro combined heat and power

O&M operations and maintenance

ORC organic Rankine cycle830

PV photovoltaic

PVT photovoltaic-thermal
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Appendix

The relevant literature is grouped in Tables A.1 to A.5 based on the key technologies

employed in the respective studies.
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Table A.1: Power generation technologies and the corresponding studies.

Steam Rankine cycle

Kolios et al. [55], Norwood et al. [58, 59], Krüger et al. [64], Abdelhady et al. [69], Rabbani

et al. [76], Kaushika et al. [98], Mishra et al. [99], Borello et al. [100], Burin et al. [104, 105],

Khalid et al. [114], Al-Ali and Dincer [121], Ozlu and Dincer [127], Ghosh and Dincer [151]

CO2 Rankine cycle

Zhang et al. [83–85, 87, 88], Yamaguchi et al. [86], Kuwahara et al. [89], Chen et al. [90]

Ammonia-water cycle

Ozlu and Dincer [74], Yuksel et al. [75], Zamfirescu et al. [112], Hassoun and Dincer [143]

Brayton cycle

Rabbani et al. [76], Hosseini et al. [94], Khalid et al. [114]

Stirling engine

Crema et al. [60–62], Ferreira et al. [63] Angrisani et al. [113]

Steam engine

Bouvier et al. [67, 68], Brinkmann [91]

Internal combustion engine

Zhang et al. [106]

ORC

Ksayer [57], Al-Sulaiman et al. [65, 66], Almahdi et al. [70], Naccarato et al. [71], Saadatfar

et al. [72], Borunda et al. [73], Bocci et al. [77], Baral and Kim [78], Ziviani et al. [79],

Twomey et al. [81], Freeman et al. [82], Sterrer et al. [101], Desideri et al. [102], Karellas and

Braimakis [103], Ozcan and Dincer [107], Oliveira et al. [109], Jradi et al. [110, 111], Bicer

and Dincer [117], Tempesti et al. [118, 119], Ruzzenenti et al. [120], Al-Ali and Dincer [121],

Suleman et al. [122], Calise et al. [123, 124], Khalid et al. [128], Ahmadi et al. [129, 130], Islam

et al. [134]

Reversible ORC/heat pump systems

Dumont et al. [136], Quoilin et al. [137], Schimpf et al. [138, 139]
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Table A.2: Studies with fuel cells, electrolysers, and/or hydrogen storage tanks.

Shabani et al. [43], Shabani and Andrews [44], Ahmadi et al. [45], Zafar and Dincer [48],

Almahdi et al. [70], Ozlu and Dincer [74], Yuksel et al. [75], Calise et al. [80], Hosseini et

al. [92–94], Ozcan and Dincer [107], Borello et al. [108], Lacko et al. [125], Rouholamini and

Mohammadian [126], Ozlu and Dincer [127], Ahmadi et al. [129, 130], Akikur et al. [131, 132],

Islam et al. [134], Assaf and Shabani [135], Shariatzadeh et al. [149]

Table A.3: Studies with energy storage technologies.

Thermal energy storage systems, including thermal storage tanks

Yilmaz et al. [39], Thygesen and Karlsson [42], Auzenet et al. [47], Buonomano et al. [49, 53],

Papadopoulos et al. [54], Immovilli et al. [56], Ksayer [57], Krüger et al. [64], Al-Sulaiman

et al. [65, 66], Abdelhady et al. [69], Almahdi et al. [70], Naccarato et al. [71], Borunda

et al. [73], Ozlu and Dincer [74], Yuksel et al. [75], Bocci et al. [77], Baral and Kim [78],

Twomey et al. [81], Calise et al. [80, 95, 96, 97, 116, 123, 124], Borello et al. [100, 108],

Ozcan and Dincer [107], Oliveira et al. [109], Zamfirescu et al. [112], Bicer and Dincer [117],

Lacko et al. [125], Ozlu and Dincer [127], Khalid et al. [128], Akikur et al. [131, 132], Sanaye

and Sarrafi [133], Islam et al. [134], Assaf and Shabani [135], Good et al. [142], Hassoun and

Dincer [143]

Compressed air storage system

Hosseini et al. [94]

Batteries and other electrical energy storage systems

Hosseini et al. [93], Efendiev et al. [115], Sanaye and Sarrafi [133], Dagdougui et al. [141],

Hassoun and Dincer [143]
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Table A.4: Studies with water purification technologies.

Reverse osmosis

Bocci et al. [77], Ahmadi et al. [129, 130], Ghosh and Dincer [151]

Multiple effect distillation

Norwood and Kammen [59], Calise et al. [95, 96, 97, 116, 124]

Table A.5: Studies with refrigeration, cooling, and heat pump related technologies.

Vapour compression cooling system

Immovilli et al. [56], Karellas and Braimakis [103]

Absorption chiller

Ahmadi et al. [45], Buonomano et al. [53], Papadopoulos et al. [54], Krüger et al. [64], Al-

Sulaiman et al. [65, 66], Almahdi et al. [70], Ozlu and Dincer [74], Yuksel et al. [75], Bocci

et al. [77], Hosseini et al. [92], Calise et al. [80, 95, 96, 97, 116, 124], Zhang et al. [106], Ozcan

and Dincer [107], Khalid et al. [114], Bicer and Dincer [117], Al-Ali and Dincer [121], Suleman

et al. [122], Ozlu and Dincer [127], Khalid et al. [128], Ahmadi et al. [129, 130], Sanaye and

Sarrafi [133], Islam et al. [134], Hassoun and Dincer [143], Ghosh and Dincer [151]

Adsorption chiller

Desideri et al. [102]

Heat pumps

Franco and Fantozzi [38], Yilmaz et al. [39], Nizetic et al. [40, 41], Thygesen and Karls-

son [42], Auzenet et al. [47], Immovilli et al. [56], Almahdi et al. [70], Bicer and Din-

cer [117], Khalid et al. [128], Islam et al. [134], Good et al. [142]
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